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Preventive Products Toothbrushes

GUM ANGLE TOOTHBRUSHES
SUNSTAR  BUTLER

The GUM Angle Toothbrush has raised
center Dome Trim bristles that have been
trimmed to form a dome shape to provide
greater contact with the tooth surface and
reaches under the gum line. When the
toothbrush is angled at the widely
recommended 45 degrees to the tooth
(Bass technique), the bristles can easily
reach under the gumline and into the sulcus to
clean away dental plaque. 

12/Pkg.
8110458 Full Soft [430P]         
8110452 Compact Sensitive [435P]
8110456 Compact Soft [431P]

GUM MICRO TIP
TOOTHBRUSHES
SUNSTAR BUTLER

The GUM Micro Tip Toothbrush has unique,
raised-center Dome-Trim bristles with 70%
more micro-feathered bristle tips. These tips
provide a more effective, soft, gentle
cleaning. The interdental trim is designed to
effectively remove plaque between teeth. 

12/Pkg.
8110480 Full Sensitive [474P]  
8110484 Full Soft [470P]         
8110478 Compact Sensitive [475P]
8110902 Compact Soft [471PGS]

GUM CLASSIC
TOOTHBRUSHES
SUNSTAR BUTLER

The GUM Classic toothbrush has a handle
that is fitted with a synthetic rubber tip
stimulator for massaging the gums
between the teeth to promote healthy
firm gums where the bristles may not
always reach. The raised center bristles
have been trimmed to form a dome shape that
provides greater contact with the tooth surface
and reaches under the gum line.  

Soft
12/Pkg.
8110450 Full [411P]
8110390 Slender [311P]    
8110392 Compact [409P]
8110613 Small [407P]

GUM DOME TRIM 
TOOTHBRUSHES
SUNSTAR BUTLER 

The Dome Trim Toothbrush
hasunique, raised-center Dome-Trim
bristles clean below the gum line
where periodontal disease starts. The tapered
bristles provide a thorough, gentle cleaning
between teeth and along gum line for hard and
soft tissues, while textured bristle tips remove
surface plaque. 

12/Pkg.
8110120 Full Soft [456P]          
8110122 Compact Soft [457P]
8110124 Compact Sensitive [459P]

GUM SULCUS
TOOTHBRUSHES
SUNSTAR BUTLER 

The GUM Sulcus Toothbrush cleans gingival
sulcus and other hard-to-reach special
maintenance concerns. The toothbrush
contains a tapered head and two-row, 
ultra-soft bristles. 

12/Pkg.
8110430 [210PD]

GUM SUMMIT+
TOOTHBRUSHES
SUNSTAR BUTLER

The GUM Summit+ toothbrush has
extremely tapered bristles and a bi-level,
second layer of bristles in the center of the
brush cleans the exposed tooth surfaces.
The modern Comfort-Grip handle with
wide thumb support provides excellent
adaptation to the hand and adds comfort

GUM PULSE ROTAPOWER
TOOTHBRUSHES
SUNSTAR BUTLER

The GUM Pulse Rotapower toothbrush
is a battery-operated power toothbrush
with small rotary head for effective
cleaning. The compact brush head
makes it easier to clean the hard-to-
reach areas of the mouth. The handle of
the Pulse Rotapower is ergonomically
designed to provide a firm comfortable
grip enabling precision control and
maneuverability. It is cordless and requires no
recharging for easy use and convenient storage.
The brush handle holds two easy-to-replace 
AA batteries. 

Rotapower
8110569 [2202RG]

GUM SUPER TIP
TOOTHBRUSHES
SUNSTAR BUTLER

The Super Tip Toothbrush provides a
multi-level whole mouth cleaning. The
tapered and rounded head provides easy
access and maneuverability to safely
reach posterior areas, while tapered and
texturized bristles lift and remove
plaque. The unique multi-level trim
design removes plaque effectively from
distals of molars, interproximal and sub
gingival surfaces, and other hard-to-
reach areas. 

12/Pkg.
8110476 Full Soft [460P]        
8110472 Full Sensitive [464P]
8110705 Compact Soft [461PGS]
8110470 Compact Sensitive [465P]
8110468 Subcompact Soft [468C]

FRESH-TIPS - CONTINUED
contains Xylitol and does not require water. 

100/Pkg.
8840000 Mint [FTPEP100F]
8840002 Bubblegum [FTBUB100F]

and control while brushing. 

Compact, 12/Pkg.
8110423 Soft [505P]
8110425 Sensitive [509P]

GUM TECHNIQUE
TOOTHBRUSHES
SUNSTAR BUTLER

The GUM Technique Toothbrush is
designed for the proper 45 degree
brushing angle to clean below the gum
line. The ultra-cushion handle is for
added comfort and stability. 

12/Pkg.
8110740 Full Soft [490P]         
8110744 Full Sensitive [494P]  
8110746 Compact Sensitive [495P]
8110742 Compact Soft  [491P]

GUM TECHNIQUE 
COMPLETE CARE
TOOTHBRUSHES
SUNSTAR BUTLER 

Technique Complete Care combines the
unique, patented Quad-Grip handle with
Super Tip, multi-level bristles and the Dome
Trim design. The Quad-Grip handle helps
you brush at the proper angle for optimal
cleaning. Technique Complete Care toothbrush
offers a complete clean below the gum line and on
the tooth surface. 

Soft, 12/Pkg.
8110912 Full [590PH]       
8110914 Compact [591PH]
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